Observations of linearly increasing (e.g., SF0) and periodically varying (e.g., H20+2CH4) long-lived tracers in the lower stratosphere provide independent constraints on theories of transport in the region. Taken together, these data allow separation of the roles of diffusion (with coefficient Ko) and advection (at rate Q) through isen- 
Introduction
The rate at which lower stratospheric extra-tropical air mixes into the tropics and is lofted upwards determines the extent to which midlatitude aircraft emissions will affect the ozone layer. One way to estimate transport parameters is to observe the vertically propagating signal in the tropics of conserved tracers whose mixing ratio varies periodically (e.g., •/ -Ha O+2CH4 and CO:). However, the oscillation amplitude alone cannot pin down a horizonCopyright 1997 by the American Geophysical Union. 
One Dimensional Model
In order to extract rates of diffusion, mixing, and vertical advection from tracer observations, we use the simplest model possible that includes these effects. We solve the one-dimensional tracer continuity equation
where X is a tracer mixing ratio, Ks a coefficient of vertical diffusion, Q a vertical velocity, r a relaxation time to the specified extra-tropical mixing ratio Xe, summarizing the mixing rate of air into the tropics, and p the air density falling exponentially with scale height Hs. The vertical coordinate is potential temperature t9 above the tropical tropopause (assumed to be at 390K). In the at- Measurements of stratospheric CO2 [Boering et al., 1994; are independent data testing our estimates of Ko, •, and Q. CO2 exhibits stratospheric gradients due to both a long term quasi-linear trend and an annual cycle in the troposphere. Thus, we combine solutions for oscillating and linear tracers to obtain a modeled CO2 profile. As a boundary condition, we fit a linear trend and an annual and semi-annual cycle to the observed tropopause time series of Boering et al. [1996] . 
